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Editorial

A

strange bunch, this. All of us from varied qualifications,
nationalities

and

experiences,

with

different

expectations, presumptions and imaginings. Eighteen of

us in one place to learn about ‘the environment’.
Naturally, we asked different questions because we each
understood the environment differently -- for some, what was
sustainable was not practical, what was practical was not
inclusive and what became inclusive did not promise long-term
benefits. Also, how to reconcile the science of environment with
the immediate needs of people? Great debates ensued. Uncertainty
prevailed.
We talked to many people during this course; some friendly,
others hesitant and many asking us, of what use was all this
questioning? For some of us, the familiarity of the setting had
numbed us from asking questions and for others it was about
absorbing a foreign situation to ask the right question.
Some of us still have no clear answers, but have begun to
recognize the interconnected links that comprise the environment.
We realize that developing countries cannot afford to repeat
the mistakes of the West, which polluted rampantly in its urge to
grow, and then spent billions trying to clean up. Access to clean
environment and its resources is the fundamental human right of
all, irrespective of the accidents of geography. Then, a revelation:
Environment is in equal parts about sustainability and equity –
within and between countries. A simple fact requiring intense geopolitical negotiations, which cannot continue only on accusations
based on the past but which require international cooperation in
the present.
For the people we met in the field and those we interviewed for
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the stories in this magazine, the wider polemical debates on
environment are the concerns of everyday -- water, food, shelter,
livelihood.
In the following pages, we take our first steps in telling
environmental stories seen through a social lens. After all, people
brought the subject of environment alive for us.
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perspective

The last man
Does development touch every door?

the village, there is an altogether
different story in the ‘Harijan basti’.
It is inhabited by the lower castes
(Dalits) of the society. They are also
the landless people of the village.
The watershed project of Bunga is
indirectly land oriented and so, the
benefits went to the land owners to
a greater extent.
“Humko kya fayada?” (How does it
benefit us?), asks Suresh Pal, his
soiled torn vest, in marked contrast
to the white pressed kurta that the
men wore downhill. Pal is the sole
breadwinner of his family of seven
and currently without a job. He
works as a daily wage labourer
whenever he can get work. There
isn’t much work that he finds for
himself in the village.

Shantanu Pai NEW DELHI

F

ertile farms, tubewells, pucca
houses and tractors indicate
that prosperity has come to
Bunga. Only a decade ago, this
small hamlet in the Panchkula district of Haryana in the foothills of
the Shiwalik Range was home to
goat grazers who could hardly manage two square meals a day.
This shift from a desolate village
to its current prosperity began in
1984
when
the
Haryana
Agricultural Department in collaboration with the Central Soil and
Water Conservation Research and

do with irrigation. Why would they
have a sense of belonging to something they don’t relate to? “We also
laboured for this project but what
do we get in return? We also have a
right over the water and should be
allowed to put it to any use we feel
like,” says Tejaram, a resident. The
HRMS does have one representative
from the Harijan community. But
the community feels that one voice
against ten is not of much use.

Divisive tactic
Along with other problems, the dam
has increased the disparity between
the two sections of the society. A
small temple demarcates their settlements. Before the dam, the entire
village lived behind the temple
because rains would cause flash
floods downhill. But the embankment allowed the Gujjars to move
downhill, closer to the road as well
as to their fields. With this structural change, the temple now seems to
have become the end of the village.
“People just turn and go away from
the temple itself,” says Rajkumar

With the construction of this dam we have only been
at a loss. Now we can’t even graze our goats on the
community land: Suresh Pal, resident of Bunga
Sonali Garg

Training Institute initiated a community intensive watershed project
in this village.
The inspiration behind this was
the success of Sukhomajri which
was talked all over in the rural circuit. Though the initiative was basically started and pitched for by the
Gujjars, who dominated the village
both in terms of number as well as
land holdings, it gradually changed
the very course of existence for people of this village. But did this community based initiative touch every
house? Did the last man benefit?
How should he?
As one moves further uphill into
4 DETALE
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Losses galore
Most people complain: with the
construction of this dam we have
only been at a loss. Now we can’t
even graze our goats on the community land. As a part of the project,
the watershed area had to be kept
free of any disturbance including
grazing. The only source of income
of the landless was jammed.
The HRMS, acronym for Hill
Resource Management Society, is a
body in charge of the maintenance
of the dam as well as the supply of
water from it. Water is supplied to
all farmers by pipes and the rates
are directly proportional to the
diameter of the pipe. A 1” pipe is
charged Re 1 per hour.
But the landless have nothing to

2008

pointing towards the cemented road
which too chooses not to acknowledge the presence of a basti behind
the temple.
Agreed that development initiatives are needed but then how do
you integrate the landless? How do
you quantify the level of development if you don’t have land to quantify? Improving land fertility is
important but with the landless not
being paid their dues, we need to
target more than just one issue
simultaneously. We need to change
our strategy towards approaching
development. If inclusive growth,
yet again, remains an issue in the
much celebrated Bunga, then we
need to reconsider how we define
success. ●

travelogue

Nomads no more ?

Revisiting Vangujjars after 25 years
of being in a debate
Photographs: Duong Tran

Lavanya Ramaiah GANDIKHATTA

W

e trekked up a forest,
walked along a brick road
and stayed over night at a
village — with different settings,
different circumstances and different individuals. We were expecting
to come back with a detailed portrait of the Van Gujjars. Yet, the
indistinct dots making the picture
become distinct faces during the
trip.
Van Gujjars are a semi nomadic,
pastoralist community who traverse
forest areas in Himachal Pradesh,
Uttarakhand and Jammu and
Kashmir. This community came
under public glare in 1983, when
the state government formed 820 sq
km of Rajaji National Park engulfing
the winter settlements of 1390 Van
Gujjar families, turning inhabitants
into encroachers. We traveled to

three villages in the district of
Haridwar, Uttarakhand, to visit the
Van Gujjars.

Diyawalla
Twelve kilometers away from Rajaji
National Park appeared the
Diyawala settlement, a cluster of
'deras' perched on a hilly forest
slope at a comfortable distance from
unwanted interference. Lal Hussain
invited us inside his dera, a circular
mud house with a thatched roof.
Hussain's family had given up
migration 40 years ago. His nephew,
Irshad, explained that their summer
alpine pasturelands were being
encroached by the nearby villages
and it was risky traveling there. He
felt their future lay in resettling in
Gandikhatta.
Irshad continued, "We can't
even grow our own vegetables and
depend on a nearby village Pelli, for

everything. Good schools and hospitals are too far away." “What
about access to grazing land and
other forest resources entitled to
you?” I inquired. Irshad was quick
to reply, "For the past five to six
years, the forest floor has been
engulfed by 'chao', leaving no grass
for the buffaloes to graze. Their milk
has turned bitter." We later identified 'chao' as parthenium. What a
moment ago had seemed to be fresh
fodder was now revealed to be acres
of weed.
Irshad remained elusive to our
questions on the number of cattle
and permits owned by the family
and insisted that staying here was
an unprofitable option.

Gandikhatta
After an 80 kilometre drive from
Dehradun came the resettlement
colony of Gandikhatta, where 877

DETALE
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Van Gujjar families have settled
since 1998. At first sight, it
appeared as an expanse of green
fields dotted with rust brown deras.
But our memory of Gandikhatta is a
single stretch of brick road.
Originally a marshy land,
Gandikhatta was established on
reclaimed eucalyptus forest land to
relocate inhabitants of another forest. Then, Van Gujjars signed an
affidavit relinquishing their former
claim on forests in return for 12 bhigas (a little more than an hectare) of
agricultural land. Ironically, most
don't practice agriculture and the
younger generation prefers daily
wages.
Excluding some families with
influence, many still don't possess a
land patta(record), making it difficult to inherit land. "Most of us
lease out our land to other farmers
in the village in return for four quintals per bhiga", says Bashir, a daily
wage worker.
We wondered what is the way
out. Bashir said, "Better hospitals,
roads and electricity. The government should set up vocational training centres and help us procure
machines for self employment."
When asked if they would like to
return to the forest, he reflected,
"With no cattle left, we have nothing to go back to."
6 DETALE
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Gujjar Entrepreneur
Why do you want to write about van
gujjars, didn’t get a better topic?
We were talking to Mohammed
Yusuf in Nalowala village, 15 km
from Gandikhatta. Nallowala was
earlier a part of the Saharanpur
Riyasat when Van Gujjars came here
in 1976. Yusuf's father had bought
land for Rs 25-30 per bhiga. Yusuf
today owns 30 bhigas. "My land is

vey compilation and settlement
notification has given people reasons to agitate for inclusion of more
households every time the government plans relocation,” Yusuf contended. At present, the Van Gujjars
at Rajaji National Park are asking for
the resettlement notification to
include adults till 2008, the cut off
is 2002.
If resettlement is no longer an
issue, how does one explain the failure of resettlement at Pathri? “The
government failed to involve the
people in Pathri. The community
should have been consulted for
modifications of their house, and
asked to meet 5-10% of the construction cost.
We asked Yusuf where his
children are studying and his plans
for them. “I am sending them to private schools, and if they want to settle in the city later, that’s their
choice,” he answered. He was not
too concerned about them preserving their traditional way of life,
“Dilution over generations is bound
to happen but we will preserve the
essence.”
The next morning, Yusuf drove

"With no cattle left, we have nothing to go back to."
says Bashir, a resident of Gandikhatta
easily worth a crore," he informed
us. He and his brothers also hold
forest permits in the Kangri range at
Sidsod, where the rest of his family
lives and rears up to 200 buffaloes.
However, Yusuf mainly works as a
property dealer and a mining contractor at Haridwar.
Looking at Gandikhatta, should
Van Gujjars be allowed to continue
living in the forest as envisaged in
the Forest Rights Act?
“I have not heard of the Forest
Rights Act and the issue is not
whether resettlement should occur
or not, but the manner in which it is
carried out. The Forest Department
had conducted a survey on the
number of households in 1984. But
the chronic delay between the sur2008

us in his Santro to Sidsod to meet
the rest of his family. During the
ride, he received calls from various
political party workers. We wanted
to know how Yusuf understood the
recent Gujjar agitation in Rajasthan.
“The Van Gujjars support the fight
for scheduled tribe status in
Rajasthan. I have also put a writ in
the high court asking for a similar
recognition. Moreover, there will be
employment opportunities for us”,
he stated.
While leaders engage in fierce
debates on the Van Gujjars’status in
the forests, they meanwhile have
moved on. For them, the issue is not
only about development versus sustainability; it is also a matter of
livelihood. ●

public

Walkable inability
Is Delhi ready to walk ?

Jyoti Nair and Gunjan Gauri NEW DELHI

I

while trees act as weather barriers.
But the implementation and maintenance is an area of concern. We
saw two- wheelers conveniently
drive on the pedestrian space and
small encroachments on the footpath, like water vendors which are
also needed for the hot sunny day.
Walking is ecologically sustainable, fuel saving and healthy.
Improved conditions for pedestrians
in public space would bring people

Gunjan Gauri

n 2006, there were over 1000
pedestrian deaths and around
4000 more injured on the roads
of Delhi. More than 50% of the road
accident victims were pedestrians,
an indication of city planners’ disregard for pedestrian facilities. Since
every trip begins and ends with
walking, the efficiency of pedestrian facilities impacts the overall efficiency of the urban transportation
network. Pedestrian’s presence is
often overlooked due to the “motororiented” focus. With no proper
pedestrian space demarcated, walkers don’t get their rightful space on
roads, ironically meant for public
use.
Each day approximately 1000
motorised vehicles get registered in
Delhi. How are we to accommodate
these on the already packed streets?
A growing number of new cars
means pedestrians have no choice
but to make way. The issue is then
whose right on the road comes first.
Zebra crossings make for safer
walk, but as seen in Lajpat Nagar,
the faded markings can hardly be
seen while cars are parked on it.
Inadequate pedestrian infrastructure around a popular market also
seems economically unsound.
Prolonged walking reduces the time
and energy of citizens cutting into
their productive capacities.
Another example is of Dilli Haat,
“a tourism hub” where pedestrians
are forced to cross the road, from the
bus stop on the INA market to Dilli
Haat, unprotected as there is no
zebra crossing. The subway is located far from the bus stop, making jay
walking more time efficient than
taking the subway. However, the

subway at AIIMS is very popular as
the planners have identified a prime
spot which provides a safe conduit
to the hospital for the visitors.
One component of the walkabilty index is actually convenience
and attractiveness of the facility.
The social environment of the public space should especially account
for the vulnerable people i.e. senior
citizens, differently abled people,
women and children. Improved

Today’s inconvenience is tommorow’s convenience-BRT corridor, Chirag Delhi.

connectivity and access to transit
facility make up major criteria for
attractiveness of the walking space
provided.
The Bus Rapid Transport (BRT)
corridors in this regard show
promise. Under this plan people
have to cross only 3 lanes instead of
6, because the bus stop now lies in
the middle of the road. Clear zebra
crossings with pelican signals indicate and authorize pedestrians to
cross the road quite safely. Some
seating places are provided to relax

out of their personal vehicles.
Pedestrian facilities also play a
notable role in the way outsiders perceive a city. The World Bank is trying to develop a “walkability index,”
which would rank cities across the
world based on safety, security, and
convenience of their pedestrian
environments. While cities across
the world are trying to promote
walking and conveniences for pedestrians, Delhi is pushing roads above
or below the ground to make traffic
faster and time efficient. ●
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What worked...
Bhakra dam had multiple benefits, served its purpose

1965-66. For Haryana, it was over
four times than that of 1965-66.
The significant increase in
Punjab and Haryana is the result of
the synergy between irrigation and
water availability of which Bhakra
was the source.

Compensation an issue
Pranav Sachdeva NANGAL

B

hakra dam, an engineering
marvel, was constructed six
decades ago. It was built with
the idea to irrigate 7.4 million acres
and provide power.
The dam was constructed across
the Sutlej river flowing down the
Shivalik ranges. The total catchment area of the river upstream of
dam is about 56,980 km2, of which
19,826 km2 is in India. At 740 feet,
Bhakra is one of the highest dams in
the world with a gross storage
capacity of 9,340 million m3. The
dam has served its purpose: irrigation, power, flood control, industrial development and rehabilitation
of partition refugees.
Jawaharlal Nehru referred to
dams as ‘temples of modern India’.
Environmentalist
Ramachandra
Guha had said that Bhakra was a
step to boost the spirits of refugees
and the minority Sikh community.
The migrants wanted to recreate
their lost prosperity. Bhakra-Nangal
gave Punjabis the field and the
resources to resettle themselves and
also to build an industrial future.
Projects such as the Bhakra dam
needed to pay certain costs: labour,
people (displacement) and ecology.
So do projects at present. Unless the
benefits outweigh the costs or better
alternatives are available, developmental activities, such as dams,
generally get a go-ahead.
A recent report by Centre for
Policy Research in Delhi, said, “The
assessment of its (Bhakra dam’s)
performance over the last five
decades revealed that the project
has fulfilled, in a sustained manner,
all the objectives envisaged… In
addition, it rendered many inciden8 DETALE
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tal and indirect benefits, far beyond
what were anticipated.”
In India, dams are the second
biggest source of electricity after
thermal power. At 1,480 mw
installed capacity, Bhakra generates
7,000 million units of power in a
year. Between 1955 and 2000, the
project generated over 211 billion
units of power. The cost of generation even now is very low (a small
fraction of a rupee per unit).

Water
The other advantage Bhakra had
was availability of water. A number
of canals in northern India, including the Rajasthan canal, are sourced
from the Bhakra dam. The
Govindsagar reservoir has been put
to uses like fishing, boating and
tourism. Currently, up to a million
migrant agricultural labourers are
employed in Punjab and Haryana. A
large number of them work in the
Bhakra command.
When India was in the grip of
famines and had to depend upon
food imports, it was said that we
lived ‘from ship to mouth’. In the
1960s, the Green Revolution was
defined through high mechanization and irrigation facilities including water from the Bhakra dam,
which set us on the path of food
security.
Indian Water Resources Society
in its report says, “Bhakra brought
2.37 million hectares of new gross
command under irrigation, in addition to improving the already existing irrigation.”
Total production of foodgrain in
India in 1985-86 doubled that of
1965-66. In Punjab, the total foodgrain production in 1985-86 was
more than five times than that of
2008

Despite these advantages, it is
unfortunate that some families have
not been rehabilitated and are still
seeking compensation.
But most of them have been
rehabilitated long back. It is also
believed that the dam has adversely
impacted the ecology of the area
and destroyed habitats of thousands
of villagers, animals and plants.
However, that should not lead us to
believe that the dam is the culprit.
If the country’s record for rehabilitation is not perfect why should that
be a factor in assessing this dam? ●

energy

... what didn’t?
Lesser known facts of the Bhakra dam

Kabir Arora NANGAL

“T

hese days the biggest
temple and mosque
and gurudwara is the
place for the good of mankind.
Which place can be greater than
this, this Bhakra-Nangal, where
thousands and lakhs of men have
worked, have shed their blood and
sweat and laid down their lives as
well?” said Jawaharlal Nehru.
Is that all there is to the dam?
What about the 0.15 million oustees
and 400 displaced villages? What

Sonali Garg

about Om Prakash Chandel, a 70year-old man who compared himself to martyrs like Bhagat Singh
and accused the government of
betraying its own people?
“Na Ujadne ka pata, Na basne
ka,” says Chandel (Neither we were
aware of displacement nor of resettlement). These people were forced
to leave their ancestral homes on
the hills to arid areas like
Hanumangarh in Rajasthan and
Hissar and Sirsa in Haryana. But the
residents moved back to the hill
sides again because they were not
satisfied with the conditions in the
arid areas.
Says Roshan Lal Chandel, a resident of the Bhakra village, “The
security arrangement here is tighter
than the India-Pakistan border.” To
add to their woes, the government
declared the area around Bhakra village as a sanctuary in 1987-88. This
has taken a toll on people’s livelihoods. The unemployed youth of the
village are looking towards saturated
cities of Punjab and Haryana for
earning opportunities. Also, what
will happen after the “time boundaries” will lapse? Will renovation be
able to restore its past capacity?
In the past few years, siltation
processes were obvious, causing
imperceptible abrasion in the dam.
To turn the semi arid plains of
Punjab and Haryana into lush green
fields a huge cement structure was
constructed and completed in 1963
with a promise of irrigating 10,000
million hectares of land. But
according to a recent report,
Unraveling Bhakra, “Bhakra did not
add any new areas under irrigation,
it only transferred or shifted the irrigation from the areas that were
already irrigated to others.”

Most areas in Haryana are irrigated by the Western Yamuna
Canal. The Doaba region of Punjab
has been under irrigation from the
British era from canals emanating
off the Sutlej and Beas river systems. Farmers currently tap groundwater for irrigation in these areas.
Similarly, the Majha belt has been
under irrigation by the Upper Bari
Doab system since 1859. The
Sirhind canal operational since
1882 has been irrigating the present
southern Punjab while south-eastern Punjab receives water from
HarikePatan. The only major offshoot of Bhakra, the Indira Gandhi
canal, considered blessing for
Rajasthan faces problems such as
water logging and siltation.
So, why was this dam constructed? To compensate refugee farmers
of Punjab, especially minority community Sikhs? Recharging groundwater was the other argument. But
the Sutlej used to bring sediments
with it, which enriched the soil of
flood plains with valuable nutrients. Due to the fact that the dam
construction avoids any exchange
between the upper and the lower
stream, the nutrients are stopped
and farmers forced to use artificial
fertilizers for their fields to support
soil fertility. Those artificial fertilizers enter the groundwater body.
Species of aquatic flora and fauna,
which had their habitat in shallow,
flowing water, disappeared.
Bhakra is nowadays no longer a
positive ideal. The report by World
commission on dams states that
large dams in India—even BhakraNangal dam—has delivered far less
benefits than projected. The study
reveals that the total gross contribution of lands irrigated by all large
dams in India comes to only around
10 per cent, after displacing 56 million people, submerging 1 per cent
of landmass, destroying flora and
fauna.
It is the appropriate time to
rethink about these gigantic structures, the so-called “temples of
modern India”. ●
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‘Water lords’
Is privatisation of water inevitable and who are the winners of water business ?

Ghanshyam Meena NEW DELHI

M
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CSE file photo

en standing in queues
with towels rolled around
their waists, women quarrelling, and buckets in hands. All
waiting for the tanker to arrive. And
once Shamsher Ali’s tanker honks
to find a way to the narrow lanes of
Govindpuri, the mad scramble
begins. With Ali on his tanker that
has a capacity of 10,000 litres. At 8
am, this is his first trip to ferry water
to the water parched areas of Delhi.
With Rs 100 worth of water in the
tanker and a bumpy ride he stands
to make a neat profit Rs 800. And
he makes about 6 – 8 such trips
each day.
By the time Ali switches off the
vehicle the waiting crowd rushs
towards him. He attaches the cloth
pipe and unwinds the tap. The
water gushes out. Women and men
rush to fill all they have; drums,
buckets, pots and pans etc. Within
half an hour he has distributed
water to the locality, pocketed the
money and has already been called
twice on his mobile phone to make
the next trip.
Mohan Singh, one of those in the
crowd at Govindpuri wonders if
they can just keep waiting for Delhi
Jal Board to get their act together.
“We don’t buy water every day;
some families come together every
three to four days and hire one
tanker to share water”. The price of
a private water tanker varies with
season and even the contractor.
The poor still depend on the DJB
(Delhi Jal Board) and where the
D.J.B. has not been able to send
pipelines a tanker is sent every four
days. The DJB operates about 585
water tankers but, that’s not suffi-

Do we see the same people queing up for water, every day?

cient. One tanker for an entire
colony is not enough to suffice
everyone’s basic needs. Because
DJB water tankers are not able to
supply water to all pockets in the
city, people are actually forced to
depend on private water suppliers.
Incidentally DJB water is for free. It
is only bakshish that tanker drivers
need.
Water is a political agenda in
almost every part of the country.
The ever widening gap between
demand and supply has created a
space for private players to earn
huge amounts of money. But can
everyone afford the exorbitant price
of these water lords? Private suppliers provide the valuable resource of
water. It’s a parallel service
provider who has got its own business strategy right.
Meanwhile Shamsher Ali and
other private water suppliers source
water from a private tube well and
2008

pay the tubewell owners only for
extracting water from the ground
beneath. they sell it without any
treatment making it unfit for drinking. So it is just extract and sell.
And that too at a premium depending on the locality and the distance
he has travelled.
According to conservative estimates private tankers earn 400 crore
rupees per annum. The private
water tankers mostly cater to middle or higher income group charging
rates that vary from Rs 800 to Rs
1400, which are several times higher than what is provided by the
water utility.
Certain areas get 235 lpcd and
some get 7 lpcd. DJB’s erratic water
supply does not even reach many
areas on the fringe of the city. some
opt for the private tankers but that is
a luxury most poor can’t afford. With
no option but to que up, they forego
another luxury- human dignity. ●

cover story

Work they do
Today, 30 per cent of India’s
population lives in towns and
cities. This figure is expected
to increase to 50 per cent by
2050. Over one-fourth of the
current urban population,
80.8 million, is poor. 52 per
cent of them lack access to
basic necessities and dependable livelihoods. As demand
builds on limited city capacity,
the brunt is borne by the
urban poor. Yet, they live,
work, and contribute to a
massive 93 per cent of the
country’s informal economy.
Three reporters explore Delhi
to get a picture of those who
are trying to create space for
themselves as the city plans
for a few global dreams…
Duong Tran

11

cover story

RUGged
The story that wears the rug

Sonali Garg NEW DELHI

About 12 units in Seelampur recycle
garment products to make daris
Ismyle Bhai, a factory owner. His factory has 10 khaddis, from each of which he manages to get about seven
daris every day.
The various garment factories located in Gandhi
Nagar of Eastern Delhi provide the raw material for the
daris. The raw material includes cloth cuttings that are
of no use anymore. This is sold in the Seelampur market
at around Rs 2-4/kg. From here, the dari makers buy this
waste at a rate of Rs 6-10/kg.
The approximate input cost for a 4x6 feet dari is Rs
55 and is sold for 5-10 per cent profit in old Delhi cloth
12 D E T A L E
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Sonali Garg

T

he Usmanpur area of Seelampur lies along the
banks of river Yamuna in the northeastern part of
Delhi. Following a sign in the direction of a
‘three and a half pushta’ (river bank), one is in the most
thickly populated district of Delhi. Winding through the
narrow lanes amid wall-to-wall construction, a
makeshift settlement is spotted. Usually unseen by
those who don’t come with the purpose of looking for it,
this house is identifiable by its ‘chappar’ or roof made of
bamboo covered with thick black plastic sheet.
Mehtab Bhai’s house is more than just a home. The
muddy, uneven ground looks colourful with cloth cuttings all over it. As one goes deeper inside the dingy and
dimly-lit place, the colours increase from scatters to
heaps. Some men and women sort out the cutting
against the backdrop of some wooden planks suspended
from the roof with ropes. These are ‘khaddis’ or handlooms of simplest kinds, each being worked upon. A
young labourer sits alongside a khaddi with his legs
hanging in a pit dug beneath the structure. The pit
accommodates the khaddi and helps the user reach a
workable level. Repeated movements of cutting the
colourful cloth, arranging it between the threads, and
pulling the khaddi to set the cloth exactly where he
wants it to be, appear quite skilled. The product though
is common: a rug that most people have seen or used.
But it’s more than a product of skilled labour just as
much as this house is more than a manufacturing unit.
There is no exact estimate of such factories operating
in this area. “There must be around 10-12 units,” says

market. Some daris also find their way into the international market. “Nowadays, there isn’t much profit. Due
to hike in prices, the cloth rate has increased, but the
cost of dari remains the same,” says Mehtab Bhai,
another factory owner.
Given a choice, many would like to move to better
jobs but they don’t have much choice. The labourers
involved in this job are migrants from West Bengal,
Bihar and Uttar Pradesh. These factories not only pay
them Rs 25/dari but also serve as roofs over their heads.
Most of these people own agricultural fields but come to
the city during the lean period to support the growing
needs of their families. Here, they settle down in slum
clusters, often looked down upon as burdens on the
already bursting population of the city.
What started out as a relocated colony under the
Slums and Juggi Jhopri Department of Municipal
Corporation of Delhi has over the years expanded to
give rise to small-scale home-based industries mostly
operating on rented accommodations. It’s now a hub of
a large part of the city’s informal economy, with dari
making being just one part of it.
When a labourer works for over 12 hours on a khaddi under difficult working conditions, he does more
than just produce a few rugs, one of which may be in the
comforts of our living rooms. And we choose to see
them as “unwanted filth”. The question thus arises: do
they play an insignificant role in the economic growth
of our city? While we make such presumptions, we
often forget to associate it with the shirt we wear. That
too is a part of the unwanted filth.
Today, Seelampur finds itself in the middle of a city
that is, in all its efforts, trying to become ‘world class’.
Why should the world class city of our dreams have any
place for ‘overburdens’? But whether or not the city
acknowledges the presence of places like Seelampur,
these places will continue to exist and sustain the
“invisible units”. The city needs them just as much.

cover story

Hope anew
50 women workers rescue health in a Delhi slum

as community workers in the pilot project launched by
the Urban Health Resource Centre (UHRC) in tandem
with the government to raise awareness about pre-natal
and post-natal healthcare. The programme’s goal is
to coordinate different service providers in this area
to provide quality maternal health services to the
community.
Each community worker, referred to as Asha
(hope) by the local women, is responsible for
2,000 households. Their job includes going door to
door and gathering baseline surveys of each family,
and conducting weekly meetings for 20 different
women in their assigned area with topics ranging
from dietary needs of mothers, nutrition for newborn
to birth control methods. These women are also

Hien P Nguyen NEW DELHI

T

he alleys of Janta Mazdoor Colony (JMC), a Muslimdominated slum in Shahdara, Delhi, are just enough
for one motorcycle to pass by. Along these filthy paths
lie unplastered, deteriorating houses of 100,000 inhabitants, tightly packed. Due to limited space, the first
floors jut outward, blocking sunlight from many houses.
Stench arises from the trash scattered on the street and
open drains, which are blocked most of the time.
Without proper sanitary infrastructure and unreliable water supply, health is a major issue here, especially for the women. Common diseases contracted by
women include white discharge, tuberculosis, and asthma. Most women do not avail even of the preliminary
medical services due to the acute stigma associated with
western medicine in these areas.
Although it is uncommon for women to have jobs in
this area, 50 women chose to devote their time working

Asha goes door to door informing
women about birth control measures

This group works better than the government centre in the area

Duong Tran

responsible for encouraging people to utilize the free
services provided by the government-run Subhas Park
Maternity Home.
However, this maternity home has only one doctor
who frequents the centre once a week. Other staff
include a public health nurse, two auxiliary nurses, and
one pharmacist. The government-run centre offers very
basic medical care. For child delivery, mothers need to
go to bigger hospitals, but most women here usually
give birth at home, and many children do not have birth
certificates. “In many cases, the women are not ready to
accept their pregnancies and some even try to hide it,”
says a community worker, identifying this as one of the
main difficulties of her job.
Serving as the bridge between the hospital and the
slum dwellers, these 50 women are active partners in
the implementation of this project. All of them
expressed satisfaction about their work. “This job
allows me to be financially independent and stand on
my own feet. I like it because it gives me some kind of
recognition,” Yasmin, a 22-year-old, said. The older
women find their job rewarding due to the Rs 500 additional monthly income that they can contribute to their
family. “We also learn a lot from our interaction with
the community and from the information we are supposed to deliver,” Usha laughed. In a community where
women rarely work, this job allows them a role outside
the confines of their household.
DETALE
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Zari makes worry
Who makes the sarees and who earns how much in the supply chain?

already heavy within three minutes inside this room, I
wondered how long these boys normally worked in this
poorly-ventilated place. The contractor told me that the
daily workload is from 15-17 hours, sometimes longer if
required. It would be possible, I thought, considering
that the children also sleep and eat on the same floor.
“How much do you get for doing such nice work?” I
approached a boy, yet his eyes only bounced from the
contractor to me, and then back to his saree.
I wanted to take a picture but as soon as I took out my
camera, one of the boys, alarmed, "How dare you take
pictures here? You are not a student you are a fashion
designer who has come here to steal my designs, right?”
Wanting to make amends, I stashed my camera away
and waited for lunchtime, which was a combination of

Neha Awasti NEW DELHI

W

alking through a narrow gali, I found an array of
shops housed in dilapidated buildings, selling
exclusive designer products from clothes to jewellery.
Shahpur Jat, a popular destination for Delhi’s shoplovers, is an area buffeted between two of South Delhi’s
biggest market areas: Asiad Games Village and Hauz
Khas. This crowded urban village reflects little of the
trendy city architecture and has managed to capture the
cosmopolitan essence like none other.
A mosaic of colours and designs lined the stretch of
the modest-sized road, as my eyes fixed upon the elaborate embroidery of a saree. Curious about the unique
stitching, I asked the shopkeeper about the origin of
the dress.
“This saree is manufactured at certain textile factories in this area, from where we sometimes order bridal
sarees to meet the demand during the peak season,” said
he. After further inquiries, I moved deeper into the village and discovered the tailoring units settled in the
basements of a cramped series of paint-tattered buildings. Entering one such basement, I found 15 or 16
young boys squatting on the floor, hands diligently
intertwining a thread. Their eyes shifted barely from the
spread of fabric stretched before them.
“They are doing zari embroidery with Zardosi
work,” explained the textile contractor. Finding the air

“If I work hard now, tomorrow
I’ll know enough to open my own
boutique.”

The young boys at Shahpur Jat embroide exlcusive sarees

Neha Awasti
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barely cooked chaval and watery dal.
“Don’t you get tired working so long?” I asked Hanif,
a boy from Midnapur District of West Bengal.
Less shy in the absence of his contractor and my
camera, Hanif replied, “If I work hard now, tomorrow
I’ll know enough to open my own boutique.” When
asked whether working in their families’ fields is an
option, another boy answered, “Our village is very
poor... there is nothing left to earn and eat. We came
here to support our family.”
“And, do you ever go outside to play games or see
more of the city?” I asked. My question was ignored as
the presence of the contractor once again silenced the
boys. Six to seven boys work for a week on a saree,
which eventually makes its way to big retail stores like
the Roop Saree Sentre, S.K Silk Centre, Frontier Bazaar
in Karol Bagh and CTZ Mall in Chandni Chowk.
The contractor scoops a profit of 20 per cent for each
saree, which doubles to 40 per cent for the wholesale
dealer. The dealer either exports or supplies this apparel to boutiques and malls which eventually end up with
a net profit of about 80 per cent.
Who would have guessed that a simple fascination
with a saree would lead me to an elaborate supply chain
that stretches from the cramped spaces of Shahjatpur to
the elegance of city retail… ●

recycle

Door-to-livelihood
Door-to-Door collection: A profit given to private contractors or a
right deserved by ragpickers?

Duong Tran

Anish, a rag picker, sitting on his rikshaw which he uses to collect waste

Duong Tran NEW DELHI

A

s a daily routine, Ram Ubre
and his brother, Anish, start
at 7:00 am walking their
bicycle cart along the narrow street
that hugs a series of old apartment
buildings. At the passing of each
door, Anish blows his belt-tied
whistle. From the second floor
appears the sleep-drenched movement of a person carrying a bag or
two, which he would toss down to
the cart swiftly, hoping to perhaps
soon retreat to his bed. The walk
continues until Ram and Anish
have filled the cart with the block's
waste.
The two brothers are of the
300,000 ragpickers, who play a vital
yet unrecognized role in the waste
management of Delhi. Ram began
rummaging through trash young,
earning enough for himself, his
mother and siblings back in
Gorakpur. "Poverty makes you
begin at an early age", Ram concluded. With 17 years of experience in
the business along with the help of

Anish, who came to Delhi seven
years ago, he has become a small
junk dealer buying recyclables from
25 ragpickers .
The business for the two brothers has been rather stable since they
joined a hundred ragpickers in the
"Door-to-door Trial" in 2007.
Chintan, a Delhi-based non-profit
organization working for the rights
of ragpickers, started this trial in

allowing it to be a source of income
for ragpickers.
Recently the pro-privatization
eyes of MCD and NDMC have landed on door-to-door collection and as
talks of a switchover become more
popular, candidates lengthen the
queue
to
win
contracts.
Sandwiched in between, with little
resource to fight against this proposed change, ragpickers are left
either to give up their source of
livelihood or to work for these private companies. Many have opted
for the latter, drawn by the idea of
steady pay, uniforms, IDs, and protection from the frequent hassle of
the local police and authorities.
According to terms set out by
MCD and NDMC, private contractors are required to segregate their
waste after collection, ragpickers
becoming perfect candidates. In
2006, Delhi Waste Management
(DWM) signed a contract with
Chintan to officially begin employing ragpickers to separate their
waste, in which the company had
guaranteed a monthly salary of Rs
4200. In reality, Chintan discovered
later that this amount was often
reduced. The newly employed ragpickers were even forced to resell
the segregated recyclables to the
company at a frugal price.
What remained was a sour aftertaste of privatisation for them and
Chintan. “Privatization of door-to-

The city’s government parades eradication of urban
slums to dig more money from already-torn pockets
light of emerging proposals for the
city's waste management.
Waste collection in Delhi is
managed
by
the
Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD) and
New Delhi Municipal Corporation
(NDMC). The transportation of
waste has been contracted to private
companies completely under the
NDMC and for most parts under the
MCD. However, the door-to-door
collection had been left untouched,

door collection would be a centralized system of exploitation. A better
option would be to start a self-managed enterprise by the ragpickers",
Yogesh Kumar, a representative
from Chintan stated. And so began
the idea of a door-to-door trial, giving 100 ragpickers rights to the
waste of approximately 75,000
households.
Ram and Anish would collect
waste from 250 to 300 households

DETALE
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daily, segregate the resellable, and
dispose the rest in trolleys belonging to private companies. The trial
has provided them with ID cards,
and a relief from being harassed and
treated as thieves by local authorities. With a set number of households to visit each day, Ram contently stated that the pay is much
more stable than before. After each
morning, the two brothers collect
two full bicycle carts, 100 kilos each
more or less. In addition, most families give a monthly tip of Rs 10.
All, however, is not a smooth
boat ride. Ram says that most of the
ragpickers still pay a monthly
allowance to the local police and

“Furthermore, the contracts
between NDMC and MCD made
with the private companies are a
contradiction in themselves,” stated
Zeeshan, another representative of
Chintan. While NDMC and MCD
laud the importance of segregating
and reducing waste, they pay the
companies on the basis of the
waste’s weight. If the increase in the
amount of waste signifies an
increase in profits, then where is the
incentive for these companies to
segregate or initiate reduction of
waste? These terms further puts the
ragpickers at odds with private
companies since they recycle waste
for a living.

Duong Tran

Boys crossing the Kidwai nalla canal
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In light of the projected increase
in population and the lack of available landfills in Delhi, the
inevitability of a waste-filled urban
capital looms large on the city's government. “If privatisation of doorto-door collection is to be considered or Delhi's waste management is
to ever work efficiently,” Mr. Kumar
said, “the contracts must be rewritten accordingly to base profits on
waste reduction and recycling, to
recognize the role and rights of ragpickers, and to prevent the exploitation of one of society's necessary
service providers.” ●
2008

NITIN MISHRA, NEW DELHI

Delhis garbage is gathered and transported to disposal sites. The problem remains
that there is no segregation of garbage at
collection points and it becomes difficult
to recycle it at landfills.
Delhi has three big landfill sites at
Ghazipur, Bhasawa, and Okhala, where
million tonnes of waste is dumped. The
Okhla Landfillwas established in 1996
and is managed by the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi. It covers a total
area of about 50 acres. “Every day about
275 trucks dump 1050-1200 metric
tonne of waste, of which 1000 metric
tonne is domestic waste”- says Kailash
Negi, the supervisor of the landfill. Waste
in this landfill mainly comes from south
and central part of Delhi. PWD, CPWD,
DCB are some agencies that dump their
waste here. Others (factories and slaughterhouses) are charged Rs 205 per metric
ton of waste they dump at this landfill.
Here, the waste is layered and covered
with soil to avoid smell and the loose
material from flying away. A company
has recently dug some pipes into the
landfill site to harness methane produced
from the dump.
“Allergic diseases and respiratory
problems are common amomgst people
living around the landfill”-informs
Vivekanand Nimesh, Junior Engineer of
landfill. Ironically, a hospital shares its
boundary wall with that of the landfill.
This landfill surpassed its capacity five
years back, yet continues to be used.
Despite this, no ragpicker is legally

Regine Karch

ironically also to NDMC for merely
being part of this trial to recycle delhi’s enormous waste. What is, then,
the reason for such penalty on society's waste pickers? As Anish
walked along the Kidwai canal riddened with garbage, he told of how
this land on which he and many
other ragpickers are living, is considered "illegal". The 'owner' of this
illegal land collects a monthly payment of Rs 2000. The city's government on one hand parades eradication of urban slums yet uses these
circumstances to dig more money
from already-torn pockets.

Climbing the landfill

allowed to pick waste even from trucks
coming into the site due to the supposed
safety concerns for the young ragpickers,
who could have atleast recycled and
reduced the building waste.

animal watch

ship for free, some do donate generously, with amounts
as high as Rs 10,000. The gaushala land is about 1.4
hectares and has an estimated land value of about Rs 6.8
crore. Nanda Singh Rathod, manager of the gaushala,
says it was set up in 1995 “to encourage people to
respect cows”. Eleven trustees run the gaushala, that
houses 450 cows currently, he adds. Of the 450, only 40
are “milk cows” and the capacity of the gaushala is
about 2,500 cows. Gaushalas are found across the country and are generally located near villages where land is
cheap and easily available.
Nangal Singh Chauhan, the head worker of the
gaushala, says the milk producing cows are very important. Cows start giving milk when they are two years old
and continue to do so for the next 15 years. The average
age of a cow is about 20 years. A number of bulls, also in
the shelter, are given away for free to farmers who cannot afford to buy one to plough their fields. There are
sheds in the gaushala that keep blind and injured cows,
some sheds have calves and some, mixed cattle. Cows
often get injured by coming in the way of busy traffic.
They are often considered a nuisance outside but they
are well taken care of here in the gaushala, says
Chauhan.

Paraphernalia organized for the puja

Pride of cows

A

A number of bulls are given away for
free to farmers who cannot afford to
buy one to plough their fields.

Lavanya Ramaiah

Mithun Immaneni FARIDABAD

The trustees use the milk produced by cows in several
ways and are associated with the gaushala for different
reasons. Dayal Garg, a trustee who has been around for
five years, sells the milk he gets for Rs 20 per litre.
Ramesh Kumar Gupta, another trustee, considers cows
as “gods” and takes pride in taking care of them and protecting them. Gupta gives the milk that he gets to Iqbal
Singh Shastri, an ayurvedic doctor, and those who cannot afford to buy the milk.
Shastri voluntarily treats and vaccinates animals in
the sheds. He also makes medicines out of the milk that
he gets everyday. Panchgav is one such medicine that
comprises milk, ghee, curd, cow dung and cow urine.
The ingredients are mixed and heated. Panchgav is said

Divine bovine
Cows worshipped in a shelter near Delhi

puja is in progress at the Sri Gopal Gaushala
(cow shelter) in Faridabad, near Delhi: a carpet
is placed on the ground under a tree. A cow and
its calf are made to stand on the carpet and tethered to
the tree. The priest performing the puja asks the devotee
(of the bovines) to put vermillion on the forehead of the
duo and sprinkle a few grains of rice on them. The devotee looks scared, but manages. The ritual progresses
with more chants followed by a string being tied to the
horn and the tail of the cow and a saree being placed on
her. The devotee then takes the cow’s blessings and
towards the end of the puja, the cow is fed a mixture of
hara chana, flour and jaggery.
Such practices are common in Gopal Gaushala, near
Suraj Kund. While people can choose the cow to wor-

to increase immunity and even cure serious liver ailments, says Shastri.
Strained and bottled, 100 gram is sold for Rs 100.
Shastri also makes other medicines such as takraristh,
gaumutra-arkh, and gaumutra-char. These are effective
against digestion, immunity and skin problems.
Besides, Shastri also sells ghee.
Reception of people at such gaushalas is very warm
and of course nothing like ending the visit with a
refreshing drink of a tall glass of fresh cow milk. ●
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What after?
Commonwealth Games 2010 Delhi – The most obtruding question.

Regine Karch

Regine Karch NEW DELHI

B

ut first, let’s try ‘how much?’
One recent estimate by
Randeep Ramesh, Delhibased Guardian’s South Asian correspondent, says Delhi’s bid for
Commonwealth Games 2010 will
cost Indian tax payers about
Rs.5,165 crores ($11.53 billion).
This is an ambitious project for a
city which cannot meet the drinking
water, public transport and sanitation needs of its 15 million people.
Frenetic activity is only to be
expected. The quality benchmark
set is that it needs to meet ‘international standards’. Big infrastructure
spending has begun on building
roads, new flyovers and on
public transportation, including
the city metro and Bus Rapid
18 D E T A L E
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Transport Systems (BRTS).
Then there is the challenge of
improving Delhi’s abysmal sanitation and sewerage systems. Old
water pipes are being refurbished
and replaced. Two new gas-based
power plants are being constructed
to meet the city’s desperate quest for
reliable electricity. Waste management is being privatized to cope
with the more than 8000 metric
tonnes of waste produced in the city
each day. More public toilets are
being installed in public spaces.
Existing sport stadiums, including the Indira Gandhi stadium and
the Yamuna Sports Complex, are
being upgraded; several new ones
will be built. The new Games
Village to host the athletes, now
being constructed on the banks of
the Yamuna river has attracted
2008

much controversy, with prominent
environmentalist’s opposed tooth
and nail to the project, citing the
damage such construction will
cause on the already fragile
Yamuna’s riverine ecology.
Next, these important venues
will need to be connected by an efficient public transport system.
According to Vinayak Uppal and
Debjani Ghosh, both popular economists, almost a fourth of the cost of
the 2010 games is going to be spent
on the transportation sector alone,
exceeding the estimated 300 million
dollars by several times.
Why has the city chosen to bear
these high costs? The government
argues that the construction will
lead to much-needed urban renewal; the facilities built for the commonwealth games will be an asset to

city landscape

the city long after the event has
ended.
There is precedent here: Delhi
hosted an international multi-sporting, mega-event in the past: the
Asian Games in 1982. An anxious
government invested vast sums of
money – Delhi got flyovers for the
first time, stadiums were built,
roads widened. The first colour television sets came on to the market
and into homes.
But, a moot point remains: What
happened to all the newly constructed buildings, stadiums and
streets during the last 26 years?

“The created 1100 luxury apartments will be rent or
sold after the games to wealthy citizens”
Were they properly used or cared
of?
“Stadiums built in 1982 were
poor in quality, reflecting the haste
in which they were constructed.
Normally, a country needs four
to six years for preparation; Delhi
performed in just two years. The
roof of the Indira Gandhi Indoor
Stadium, a new technical invention,
never worked effectively. The

Construction for the Commonwealth Village for athletes to practise their sports

Regine Karch

Landfill site in Okhla

Regine Karch

adjoining Yamuna Velodrome is
badly maintained, full of cracks and
bumps, more often visited by animals than humans”, suggests a
December 2006 report by Vinayak
Uppal and Dr. Debjani Ghosh. None
of them have been used effectively,
the report claims. The result: the
stadiums have to be refurbished at
great costs in order to meet the high
standards of international sporting
events.
Well-known architect Raj Rewal
designed the Asiad Games village,
at the time considered revolutionary. Today, it remains among the
best addresses that houses retired
senior government officials, prominent citizens and socialities.
Given the chequered experience
of the Asian Games, can the postCommonwealth Games scenario be
any different? “The 1100 luxury
apartments will be rented or sold to
wealthy and governmental citizens
after the games,” says Prabir
Chakraborty, a consultant for the
Commonwealth Games in 2010 and
one of the project leaders for the
commonwealth village.
Some feel the city is going overboard in trying to meet the temporary needs of foreign visitors, when
it can hardly afford to. In a 2006
article, titled, ‘Bhago Dilli’, satirist
Jug Suraiya writes, “All the bijli
available, little as it might be, will
be diverted from essential consumers such as hospitals, schools,
workplaces and private homes and
given to foreign visitors”.
Besides, these are not cricket
stadiums being built – with the
country only hosting a few international sporting events, there is a
chance that the new and upgraded
stadiums will be under-utilized.
Like business and trade, which
follow infrastructure, with facilities
in place, perhaps such international
sporting events will only follow. ●
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reporter’s diary

Tracking the lichen
Khari Baoli’s shadowy trade in the endangered spice

Shalini Misra DELHI

CITES
‘Conservation on International Trade in
Endangered Species of Wild Fauna and
Flora (CITES) was established in 1975.
About 155 countries are its members.
This organization checks the trade of
endangered plants and animal species.
For the export of endangered flora and
fauna a permit is needed from CITES.
India became its 25th member after joining it on 18th October 1976.
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t Khari Baoli, the largest
wholesale spice market of
Asia, first thing that hits
you is an overpowering pungent
smell. The market is bursting with
activities and sounds. The sacks,
fulled of multicoloured spices, tease
your eyes. It is a fascinating experience. Walk amidst the crowd, get
acquainted with the locale, and buy
fresh,
aromatic
spices
and
herbs.Known spices and herbs, both
banned or permitted can be bought
off the shelf here. A few street vendors selling these multihued spices,
neatly arranged around them, add
some dry greenish brown spices in
their essential combination. This
dry greenish brown spice is lichen.
And I have come looking for them.
One can also find lichen in big
shops, manufactured in small packets and combined with other spices.
Lichen has many names: Chaddila
in Amritsar and Delhi, Mehndi in
Himachal Pradesh, Jhula/Mukka in
Uttarakhand, and Dagarphool in
Mumbai (which has the biggest herb
and spice export market of India).
“Lichen is one of the important

A vendor woman selling spices at Khari Baoli

ingredients of garam masala, sambhar masala, meat masala, incense
sticks, dye, etc., as it provides taste,
aroma, and colour to them” – says
the owner of Taj herbal traders.
All big and small spice brands
use it in their masalas packets – a
combination of various spices. But
lichen is not included in the list of
ingredients. This spice is in your
own kitchen to satiate your taste
bud. There is a huge demand for
lichens from local caterers and hoteliers as well. What is not known is
that lichens and their habitats -- the
forests, need immediate conservation incentives.
You can locate lichen dots of
pastel green and white on walls of
old Delhi forts. At the high altitude
of the forests in Uttarakhand or
Himachal Pradesh, you can find
these tiny plant-like structures
growing on stones, tree barks, etc. If
2008

you are lucky, you can also spot
them hanging from the trees like the
old man’s long beard, a bit grey, a
bit white, and most of it green.
Lichens are commercially collected from the wild while its
potential habitat is on the decline.
In India as well as in European
countries, lichen extraction has
been banned under the 2002
amendment to the Wildlife
Protection Act, 1972. Nonetheless
they have been regularly extracted
and traded to fulfil the demand for
the past 40 years.
Ban on a few varieties hasn’t
made any differences as collectors
do not know which variety has been
banned. The collection is highly
unsustainable, unscientific, irregular and uncontrolled. Generally,
lichens are easily over-harvested
and entire branches of the trees are
badly lopped for the collection. It is

reporter’s diary

resource that has gone relatively
unnoticed
by
the
Forest
Department. It is the illegally
extracted raw material that brings in
greatest remuneration.

difficult to revive the lichens once
damaged, as it takes several decades
or even centuries to grow. Lichens
need undisturbed, moist and cool
environment to grow. As they have
been proven to be sensitive to heavy
metals and other pollution, their
growth is impossible in polluted
and disturbed atmospheres.
Lichens cannot be farmed so
wild extraction is the only option.
They are one common property

Blooming Trade
“Jhula fetches Rs 10-25 per kg and
even a girl in our village made Rs.
25,000 during the collection season
this year,” informs Kesar Singh

“Everything can be procured in spices and herbs,
banned or permitted” says a wholesaler in Khari Baoli.

Shalini Misra

Lichen Power
The Himalayan region harbours roughly
983 species of lichens (235 genera),
which comprise nearly 50% of the species
occurring in the Indian sub-continent.
Lichens are important to ecosystem, functioning as fodder, shelter, and nesting
material and habitat for birds, insects and
other forest animals. Lichens result from
symbiosis of algae and fungi, the latter
giving protection from environmental
stress. Most harvested lichens: Parmellia
(104 species in Himalaya), Usnea - commonly known as ‘jhula’ (35 species),
Heterodermia (25 species), Citraria (22
species), Lobaria, (9 species), Peltiglra. In
India they are extensively used in medicines (crude drug 'chharila', extracted
from lichen is sold in Indian bazaars and is
used in Ayurvedic and Unani systems of
medicine). “Lichens are also used in
preparing medicine by amchis (Tibetan
healing system) for curing chronic fever
and poisoning,” reports C.P. Kala, from
Indian Institute of Forest Management,
Bhopal.

from Ghesh village of Uttarakhand.
This is significantly lower than the
rates offered by private traders. It
passes through the regional spice
markets or directly to the borders of
the state and finally reaches to markets like Khari Baoli to be sold at Rs.
145-400 per kg. Traders and wholesalers earn more than collectors. In
2006-2007, approximately 25-30
tonnes of Chaddila constituting
about 80 % of the NTFP traded
from Uttarakhand, found its way
into Indian and international markets.
Meanwhile, at Khari Baoli, the
trade goes on. They even have
papers to show that the stocks have
been brought from Nepal or Bhutan,
which is not a signatory to CITES.
And the authorities do not have the
required expertise or testing facilities to distinguish between material
from Nepal or Uttarakhand.

Options
Interestingly, everyone in the chain
of lichen business, from the collector to the trader, knows that
exploitation of lichen is an illegal
activity. Poverty is driving people to
over exploit. Mechanisms for
awareness regarding its current status and sustainable harvesting at
large can support the survival of
this species. That has to be designed
by state government along with the
local inhabitants. The species
requires urgent protection. ●
DETALE

BADI
Badi are part of North Indian cuisine. It is
also the part of the tradition and culture
of north India and why parents give various types of badi in marriages. Badi can
be bought from local kirana shops and
can be prepared at home. Mostly, badi
are made by urd or moong dal by adding
spices. The spicy variety or moong dal is
mixed with white pumpkin, turmeric
powder, dry coriander seeds, asafoetida,
onion seeds (kalaunji), red chillies, etc.
Small round shapes are made and dried
in the sun for 2-3 days and then stored in
air tight containers. For better taste,
small cauliflower pieces and tomato purie
can also be added to these badi. Badi can
be used throughout the year in various
dishes.
Here, are some recipes of badi that
you can prepare yourself.

RECIPES
BADI KI SABZI
Heat oil and put badi and fry them
till golden brown and take out. Now heat
oil again, add cumin, asafoetida,
chopped onions, green chillies, and
garlic paste. After they turn golden
brown, add tomato purie or chopped
tomatoes with salt, and cook till they are
done well. Put fried badi along with
pieces of potato and add water with
some curd (if you like) and cook till it is
done. In Uttar Pradesh, its home tract,
badi ki sabzi is eaten with wheat rotis
or rice, with a generous spoonful of ghee
on top.
BADI CHAWAL
Heat up a little oil and add cumin,
asafoetida, chopped onions, green chillies, and garlic paste. After they turn golden brown, add tomato purie or chopped
tomatoes with salt and cook till they are
well done. Put fried budi along with
pieces of potato, cauliflower, carrot,
peas, and other desired vegetables. Add
rice and cook it till it is done in pressure
cooker. Now eat the dish with a spoonful
of ghee, curd, and green coriander, chilly,
and garlic chutney.
HEALTH AND NUTRITIONAL VALUE
Badi are highly nutritious in terms of
protein (moong dal is rich in its protein
content) as well as fiber content.
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“We heal, not cure”
Can desi style medicine be an alternative for the poor?
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here is little doubt that ayurveda – yesterday’s
‘alternative’ healing therapy -- is today mainstreamed. Big-ticket corporations, including
Dabur, Hamdard, Himalaya and Zhandu are profiting
from it; as are skin clinics and specialty spas. The rediscovery of ayurveda has taken it out of the reach of the
poor – whose recourse to ayurveda often means visiting
a vaid in his tented, mobile clinic by the roadside.
The clinics are easy to spot at various commercial
and industrial spots, even in the heart of bustling Delhi.
They stridently announce their presence. A garishly
decorated tent dominated by a large banner – usually
Ayurvedic Khandani Guarantee Dawakhana (loosely
translated as ‘Aurvedic Family Guaranteed Clinic) -with blaring loudspeakers for cacophonic publicity.
Although they claim to have the precise prescription
for every disease, except AIDS and cancer, their speciality lies in healing digestive and sex-related disorders –
the two most common ailments of their customers.
"Most health problems arise due to malfunctioning of
the digestive system – the mother of all kind of diseases", says Raju Vaid, a graduate of Ayurvedic
Gurukul, Kangri, Haridwar, whose mobile clinic-tent is
located on the roadside adjoining the glitzy Mall of
Shekh Sarai, in posh south Delhi.
"Unlike allopathic emphasis on cures and preventive medicine, we believe in healing", he said. Vaid
spent three years in Kangri as apprentice to a bade vaid
ji (elder ‘doctor’) to learn the profession. Such ayurvedic
healers are drawn from the hilly regions of north India - Uttrankhand, Jammu & Kashmir and western Utter
Pradesh. Most claim lineage from the upper Rajput
castes.
Each consultation costs about ten rupees; medicines
cost extra, according to prescription. “In any case”, adds
Raju, “we charge much less than what allopathic people
charge for curing the same ailment”.
“We have been practising this since centuries; mine
is the eleventh generation in this profession”, informs
Sher Singh, 30, practicing at Sector 16, Faridabad. His
clinic is pitched a few meters from the residence of the
District Superintendent of Police.
The clinics rarely remain in one place for more than
six months – when business gets dull, or with pressure
from the local police, they get up and leave, only to set
up shop in another locality or city, where, with any

luck, more munificent local authorities (and customers)
are to be found.
“We are not quacks and tantriks. Not everybody is
allowed into this profession. There is a proper course
we have to complete, and we have proper certificates
and licences”, he says, piqued at a cheeky question from
this reporter. Singh said that the centres of certification
are located at Haridwar, Banaras, Patna, and Jhansi,
among others.
The tented clinic also serves as residence, with a
section at the back cordoned off for the vaid’s family. It
is comfortable and clean inside the tent, contrary to
what one would expect; floors covered with daris.
Wooden racks line the tent walls, on which are
placed jars comprising a baffling variety of ‘medicinal’
ingredients. Pictures of different gods and goddesses are
prominently exhibited – presumably to sanctify the

practice that is commonly perceived as secretive, shadowy, borderline illegal.
The ingredients commonly used in preparing the
remedies include choti harad, badi harad, amla, baheda,
ajwain, sanai patti, safed musli, salam panja (a red listed
plant), setwar, haang beej, desi khand, etc. Singh is reluctant to divulge the source of these herbs and seeds, but
says that they collect these from the forests of Nainital,
Chakrata, Haridwar, and some from as far as Kashmir.
Although business does not seem brisk – this reporter
did not see any customers visit any of the tents he visited, the vaidis seem determined to continue their line of
work. “We will never stop this profession, since it is our
kartavaya (duty) to made desi medicines available to the
people. We are proud of what we do”, Singh said. ●
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